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"... it has appeared to me more fitting to go
directly to the effectual truth of the thing
than to the imagination of it. And many have
imagined republics and principalities that
have never been seen or known to exist in
truth.. ."
Machiavelli, The Prince XV

"But whenever someone tries to make a likeness
of our bodies, quickly perceiving what is defective
because. of our constant familiarity with them, we
become harsh critics of one who does not render
all the similarities in all ways."
Critias t 07d2-5

"She was the single artificer of the world
In which she sang. And when she sang, the sea,
Whatever self it had, became the self
That was her song, for she was the maker. Then we,
As we beheld her striding there alone,
Knew that there never was a world for her
Except the one she sang and, singing, made."
Wallace Stevens, "The Idea of Order at Key West"

Towards the beginning of the Timaeus. Socrates articulates a most
unusual desire. He tells Timaeus, Critias, and Hermocrates that he wants
to see the just city go off to war. Socrates describes h1s feeling--his
pathos. as he calls it--through an 1mage. Here is what he says:
"It's as if someone who gazed upon beautiful
animals somewhere, either fashioned by the
art of painting or truly Hving but at rest,
arrived at the desire to gaze upon them moving
and struggling in some contest that seemed
suited to their bodies:
(I 9b4-c I)
Socrates' desire gives rise to a barrage of questions. Why does he want
such a vision? What is there about it that would gratify him? Is an animal more beautifu1--or more of an animal--when moving than at rest?
And where is this someone to whom Socrates compares himself? Is he in
the wild looking at real animals or only at the movies looking at their
images? Is he in the sunlight or in the cave? Apparently, it makes no
difference. It is the motion that counts, the motion that is the object of
desire. Socrates wants to gaze upon--that is, contemplate--beautiful
animals in motion. He is resting from his customary passion for inquiry.
With the desire for such contemplation, the Timaeus moves us from the
serene realm of being to the troubled and turbulent world of becoming. It
moves us away from the speeches of the dialectician and towards those of
the historian, statesman, poet, and physicist.
The man who gazes upon beautiful animals is the central image of the
Timaeus. If only we could understand it, we would then understand the
entire dialogue. This lecture is an attempt to see how the famous likely
story of Timaeus responds to Socrates' curious desire.
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But before we get to Timaeus, let us take a quick glance at Critias. It
is Critias, after all, who claims to have just the thing to gratify Socrates·
desire--a story brought back from Egypt by the great Solon about the ancient war between Athens and Atlantis. It is a flattering story about an
Athens made young and beautiful.
Critias makes it very clear that for him the just city in speech was
nothing but a fairy tale. He tells Socrates: "the city and citizens that you
went through for us yesterday as

in~

myth. we shall transport back into

the truth (26c7-d 1). For Critias, the so-called "real world, .. the world of
body and deeds, is the truth. He agrees with Machiavelli that the truth is
to be found not in imagined republics nor in timeless being but in the deeds
of history. Critias is the dialogue's radical spokesman for the claims of
becoming, for the claim that truth is fact. Ironically, he fails to grasp the
distinction between the real and the imaginary. Although the story of
Atlantis is as farfetched a tale as we are likely to hear, Critias insists
that it is "true in every way"(20d8). He stubbornly refers to it as a logos
rather than a mythos.
The Egyptian priests are the most interesting character in Critias·
story. They share Critias· contempt for myth and glorification of facts.
The priests are an extremely bizarre priesthood indeed--anti-priests, it
would seem. They are historian-physicists, utterly materialistic and very
smug, in a word, positivists. At one point, an old priest tells Solon that
the nomos. the law or custom, of his region takes great care about wisdom
(24b7-c I). This wisdom has to do with the study of the cosmos. In other
words, wisdom is physics. The priest offers an example of his wisdom
when he de-mythologizes the Greek myth about Phaethon. Phaethon tried
to drive the sun-chariot in order to prove that he was divine. He succeeded
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only in crashing the chariot and incinerating himself and a large part of
the earth. It is an awfully good parable for would-be tyrants. But the
Egyptian priests are too old and too sophisticated for parables. Images
can teach them nothing. They look down their nose at the Greeks, who are
always young in soul (22b4-7). Of the Phaethon story, the old priest says:
"This thing that is told has the shape of a
myth, but the truth is a shifting of what
goes around the earth in the heavens and
the destruction that comes about by much
fire for things on the earth at long intervals
of time:
(22c7-d3)
This is what Socrates calls "boorish wisdom" towards the beginning of the
Phaedrus (229e3). It is the wisdom that takes a spoken image of the sou1
and ruins it with a scientific explanation in terms of body. In debunking
the image-makers with science, the priests purge the wor1d of all human
meaning. They reduce 1t to a mind1ess series of facts. Wisdom becomes
the re1igious preservation of these facts, a kind of mummification. It is
highly interesting that these facts are most1y catastrophes and destructions. The priests are specia1ists in death and annihilation, a concern
most powerfully dramatized in their murder of human meaning. The more
we reflect on the Egyptian priests, the more we feel the need to save the
appearances from degenerating into mummies. We need someone who wi11
not be a boor.
Timaeus is the savior of the appearances. He saves us from the nihilism of the Egyptian priests. He does so by re-instating the power of myth
as the fashioner of human meaning and by grounding the cosmos in divine
thoughtf u1ness.
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Timaeus gives two reasons why physics must take the form of a likely
story. The first is that becoming, the object of physics, is inherently unstable. Whereas being is always what it is, becoming is always ceasing to
be what it is and coming to be what it is not (27d5-28a4). The second
reason is human nature. Listen to what Timaeus says:
"But if we provide likenesses inferior to none,
you should be happy with them, remembering
that I who speak and you my judges have a
human nature, so that for those who are receptive to the likely story, it is fitting to
search for nothing more beyond it."
(29c3-d3)
The likely story emerges from the context of human imperfection and vulnerability. As Timaeus says later, when he mixes up the natural order of
soul and body, "we who have a great share in the chancy and random do so
also when we speak"(34c2-4). We recall how the dialogue opens. Socrates·
ability to count the human order also allows him to know that something
is missing: "One, two, three--but where, dear Timaeus, is the fourth?"
Timaeus· answer is the very first likely story he gives. "Must be some
infirmity," he conjectures ( 17a4). The dialogue opens, in other words, in a
way that playfully mimics the world as Timaeus sees 1t--mathematically
ordered but at the same time imperfect. Socrates' count mirrors the inescapable togetherness of strength and weakness in all matters pertaining
to the physical world. It is a prophecy of the drama to come.
The two reasons for accepting likely stories thus come together. Becoming is shaky and at times incoherent, and so are we, no doubt because
we ourselves are children of becoming. This inescapable bond between
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becoming and human nature has a specia1 meaning for the physicist. A1though he prides himse1f on being objective, the physicist is u1timate1y
not detached from the conditions of his imperfect object. He speaks from
within the morta1 order that he wishes to know. In gazing on the morta1,
his inte11ectua1 vision and his speech take on a morta1 tinge, become assimi1ated to the condition and shape of becoming. Now the morta1ity of
physics usua11y goes by a more f1attering name--progress. But what progress rea11y means is that this century's theories are the next century's
antiquities. We tend not to 1ook at progress in this way because we a1ways think of ourse1ves as en1ightened moderns and our predecessors as
naive ancients. The history of physics is summed up in the words of So1on:
"I grow o1d 1earning many things." That is, "my 1earning shows that I am
morta1," or even 1ess generous1y, "a11 this 1earning is ki11ing me." Physics,
in a sense, is tragic. It strugg1es va1iant1y against the stream of becoming
but ends up being carried away by it, no doubt improving but never at rest.
Timaeus wi11 try to be the perfect physicist. But un1ike ordinary physicists, he wi11 acknow1edge the physicist's morta1 roots. The 1ike1y story
wi11 indeed be deficient and incoherent. But in this it wi11 be a faithfu1
mirror of the fundamenta1 deficiency and incoherence of the world it
imitates. The infirmity of the 1ikely story is a1so its strength.
The morta1ity of physics is given an extreme1y provocative context in
the Egyptian myth of eterna1 return (21e1 ff.). The Timaeus is fu11 of circ1es. We know how vita1 they are to the 1ike1y story. But we first meet
circ1es in the old priest's conversation with So1on. According to the Egyptian view of time, wor1d-history is circu1ar. It is the same p1ay being
enacted over huge periods of time. The motion of history bends back upon
itse1f 1ike the straight Jines in Riemann's geometry, the snake that swa1-
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lows its own tail. What we pride ourselves on as progress--in science and
in civilization as a whole--is nothing more than our recovery from the last
great flood or fire. As we move forward on the circle of history, we are at
the same time rushing towards the next great annihilation. We are constantly re-enacting the Phaethon myth, rising up only to fall violently back
down into our mortality. Long ago, the Atlanteans were the "bad guys" and
the Athenians were wearing the white hats. At another time and in another place, Athens is the insolent one: she tries to enslave an Atlantis-like
island named Sicily. She is brought to a horrible defeat largely through
the efforts of our character Hermocrates. This ironic re-shuffling of
historical roles is all brought about by what Timaeus will later call the
receptacle. The myth of eternal return and its implication of reversed
roles shows how foolish it is to seek flattery in becoming, to flatter
ourselves with noble genealogies, as Critias is trying to do. In seeking
refuge in a beautiful self-portrait, we forget our own degenerateness.
When Socrates asked for a speech about the just city at war, he was
not asking to be informed. It was not as though the Republic left something out. What Socrates wanted was to hear his city and citizens praised.
He wanted, as he says, an encomium and confessed his inability to supply
it ( 19d2). Now an encomium is just what Critias provides, namely, an
elaborate flattering of his own city's glorious ancestors. But Timaeus too
fits into the drama of praise. The word kosmos means not only order but
also ornament. It is a word that suggests the heightening and embellishment of looks, a beautification and flattery. This is just what Timaeus
does with the cosmos--he makes it look beautiful. The cosmos of Timaeus
is not just an ordered whole but an animal, and not just an animal but a
god. It is, he says, a happy god (34b8-9). Timaeus goes so far in his
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beautification of the world as to deify it. The whole likely story is a hymn
of praise to the god Kosmos, who, as we hear in the dialogue's closing
lines, is "the greatest and best and most beautiful and most perfect" of
all generated things (92c7-8).
Clearly, Timaeus intends not merely to speak about the cosmos but to
arouse our love and admiration for it. In the prologue, Critias refers at
one point to the Koureotis (21 b2). This is the festival in which Athenian
youths were welcomed into the fold of the city. The youths compete in the
recitation of poems, among them the poems of Solon. We must imagine
that the impressionable souls of these youths, through the music of Solon's poetry, become knit to the fabric of the city, become rooted in the
nomoi of their fatherland. Something similar is happening in the likely
story. In being receptive to Timaeus· speech, we are assimilating ourselves to the cosmic regime to which we belong; we are enacting the
proper and respectful relationship between the human soul and the divinely
established order. Socrates, it seems, was being prophetic when he called
the likely story a nomos, a word that means both "law" and "song" (29d6).
He seems to have divined that the music of Timaeus would have a quasipolitical

end--~

towards our cosmic fatherland.

The entire likely story is an act of imitation. Timaeus imitates the
divine work by which the unmelodious chaos became an artfully arranged
whole (30a2-6). In the first part of the story, he imitates the construction of the highest visible things--the cosmic body and soul, the circular
motions of the heavens, time, and all the stars and planets. This whole
first part is ruled by the supreme goodness of intelligence. Such goodness
manifests itself for Timaeus in the objects of mathematics, particularly
in the binding power of analogia or proportion. The mathematical objects
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are here appointed as the guardians of all decency and good character. In
giving boundaries to the world, they are to the world what laws are to the
cay. They make the cosmos just. The moral goodness of the whole is
rooted, mythically, in the moral goodness of Timaeus· demiurge or craftsman. This craftsman, we are told, lacked~ (29e 1-2). He did not cling
to the perfection in himself but wished to pass it on to his offspring. The
divine craftsman thus comes to resemble a political founder like Solon or
Lycurgus. The world for Timaeus is a noble poem written by a morally
wise poet-statesman. Uke any human poet-statesman, the divine craftsman must be filled wlth the love of begetting. Why else would his passion
turn from seeing to making? As the craftsman gazes upon the world's
intelligible archetype, he must be longing to see it become a beautiful
animal in motion, an animal that will, by the way, reflect his own good
looks. The lack of envy sounds suspiciously like the human desi:e to beget
beautiful images of oneself.
Timaeus is out to praise imitation. The method of the astronomers
gives him an excellent opportunity to do so. Referring to the astronomer's
attempt to plot the heavenly motions, he says: "to speak of these things
without looking at their imitations is vain labor"(40d2-3). Timaeus is
referring to the astronomer's mathematical hypotheses, to something like
Ptolemy's eccentric circle and epicycle. These hypotheses are not meant
to be taken literally, as the actual mechanisms by which the stars accomp11sh their motions. Ptolemy himself calls them "11kenesses manufactured
by us" (Almagest XI 11.iO. To construct such likely stories about motion is
precisely what it means to "save" the appearances. But more is being
saved here than just the appearances. The human good for Timaeus is our
assim11ation to the divine order. It is through astronomy that this assimi-
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lation is brought about. In Timaeus· words, "through learning and sharing
in calculations that are by nature right, by imitating the absolutely unwavering motions of the gods, we might stabilize the wanderings within
ourselvesu(47c 1-4). By giving the heavens a divine soul. Timaeus gives the
world interiority and good judgement. Circular motion becomes an outwardly displayed image of thinking as a turning inward upon oneself. The
fact that we sometimes refer to thinking as a reflection, that is, as a
bending back, betrays the implicit connection between thoughtfulness and
circularity. The circles of Same and Other are the motions of good judgement (37a2-c5). When we look up at the stars at night, we are gazing not
outward but inward. We are looking at the best and most precious part of
ourselves. Since we originated in the stars, we are also gazing into our
own glorious past. What Critias is doing in his.praise of the ancient
Athenians, Timaeus is doing for everyone in the likely story. Astronomy is
the true homecoming of the human soul. It returns us to what Timaeus
calls "the look of our first and best condition"(42d2).
As long as Timaeus stays with the heavenly things, he is in a realm
that is virtually problem-free. To be sure, the heavenly motions are very
complicated in how they appear to us. But in themselves they are divine
motions, good motions, and are therefore friendly to mathematical inquiry.
We must never forget how successful Ptolemy is in accounting for all the
motions that can be seen with the naked eye.
All this changes once Timaeus descends from the heavens, once he
enters the realm of becoming and mortality. But he must enter this world;
he must descend from the heavens or the heavens themselves will be incomplete (41 b7-8). The descent of Timaeus begins with the construction
of human nature. The human condition reminds Timaeus that the whole
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account so far has been one-sided in lts devotion to goodness and beauty.
It has been naive. There is another principle or beginning, another arche,
without which the world as a whole could not have been made. This principle is necessity. Timaeus ca11s 1t "the look or form of the wandering
cause" (48a6-7). The realm of necessity is the unpredictable realm of
power, expediency, and war. It is the realm on which Machiave11i so likes
to gaze, and indeed Timaeus· wandering cause in part resembles what
Machiave11i refers to as ·fortune: Timaeus has tried to bu11d the world
from the top down. Now he must try to build it from the bottom up. In his
new beginning--the most interesting and most problematic moment in the
whole likely story--he wi11 give us a more accurate portrait of what it
means to imitate.
Socrates' desire was for a vision of beautiful animals in motion. He
wanted to see what would happen in taking the leap from the serenity of
being to the turbulence of becoming. With the excursion into necessity,
Timaeus encounters becoming in its strict meaning--becoming as process.
Here, more than anywhere else in the dialogue, Socrates is treated to the
vision he desired. Now beauty is king of the likely story--not beauty as
that which incites erotic love but beauty as the fine or noble, beauty as
precisely that which restrains erotic Jove. The good is made to shine forth
in the guise of beautiful mathematical order. For Timaeus, beauty is always connected with stability. To be beautiful is to be solid. that is,
dependable. Timaeus strongly disagrees with the poets who would have us
believe that a rose is all the more beautiful for being perishable. But
becoming is pure process, pure flux. How in the world can such a thing be
rendered beautiful and stable? It seems to be like trying to grab hold of
Proteus, the old man of the sea. Timaeus knows that he is up against a
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tough problem of saving the appearances. He calls on the help of Zeus the
Savior (48d4-5).
Timaeus uses an image to capture the fleeting look of becoming. The
image is that of a new demiurge. Becoming, he says, is Jike a man who
molds all possible shapes out of gold (50a5ff.). The man does not stop
when a figure is completed but continually transforms every figure into
every other figure. In the process of a figure's coming to be what tt is, the
figure is already passing away. Its birth ts also its death. Becoming, it
seems, ts the sphere of tragedy. What Timaeus ts describing here ts the
transmutation of the four elements of body-earth, air, fire, and water.
To give an account of becoming is to say how these four elements are
involved in the continual process of turning into one another. Becoming is
a perpetual magic show. It may be the sphere of tragedy, but it is also
intensely fascinating. The problem of becoming is this: how to save the
restless look of becoming as process while at the same time saving the
distinct and quasi-stable looks of earth, air, fire, and water. The problem
is that of knowing how to harmonize motion and form. That the medium of
becoming is likened to gold. a beautiful and precious metal, is important.
It expresses Timaeus' unremitting passion for adornment. The flattery of
becoming is already underway.
Timaeus first tackles the problem of the fluid medium. He refers to
this medrum jn a variety of ways. He calls 1t the receptacle, hypodocne.
and space, chora (51 as, 52a8). Its nature consists in its receptivity to
form, its power to capture the looks of earth, air, fire, and water. It is
Jike the shiny surface of a mirror or better--since Timaeus endows it with
motion (53a3-4)--Jike the surface of a rippling pool. In order to reflect
the looks of the elements, the receptacle must itself be pure, void of all
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form. We might say that the onJy real looks that the receptacle has are
the ones 1t steals from somewhere else. The receptacJe is like any human
imitator, any poet or sophist. Again using an art that aims at flattery and
beautification, Timaeus compares the receptacle to the neutral base used
by the makers of perfumes (50e4-51a1 ).
In his first account of beginnings, Timaeus had distinguished two factors involved in imitation--the originaJ form or archetype and the image
that was patterned after it. He left out the reflecting medium. In his new
beginning, he revises the account of imitation by introducing this third and
necessary factor. Imitation requires three things: the image that comes
to be, that from which it is likened, and that in which it comes to be. Once
again Timaeus uses an image to clarify his meaning, only this time the
image is that of sexual generation rather than craftsmanship: the original
eidos is like a father> the receptacle like a mother. and the resulting
image like their offspring (50c7-e 1). With this simile, we are being reminded that sexual generation is, among other things, a form of imitation.
We are also being reminded that the word for becoming, genesis. is aJso
the word for generation and birth. The receptacle not onJy provides room
for all things; it also gives them their fleeting .!lll. It is the womb in
which all mortal things live, move, and have their being. In descending
from the stars to becoming, we are passing from one region of Jife to
another, from the 1nte11ectual cycles of the heavens to the bioJogicaJ
cycles of organisms. We are descending from astronomy to embryology.
Timaeus braces us for his account of the elements. He calls it "strange
and uncustomary" (48d5-6). I mention in passing that at this point Timaeus shifts from the phrase "likely mythosn (29d2) to "likely logoi" (48d2).
Story has become account. Timaeus is starting to sound like Critias! He
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tells us that the "account" will be even m

1ike1y than what has come

before (48d3). What this means, however--as we shall see--is not that
the account will be closer to the truth, but that it will be more imitative,
more mythical, more removed from the truth. Timaeus' speech will be
even more 1ike a beautiful animal fashioned by the art of painting, 1ife1ike but not truly 1iving.
The construction of body is one of the two most impressive architectural feats in the likely story. The other is the composition of the soul out
of the musical ratios. Now the soul is an intelligible being, not a body. It
makes sense that an intelligible being should have an intelligible structure. What, then, are we doing when we turn our intellectual gaze to body?
What does it mean to think body? Is this not a contradiction in terms?
In Book IX of the Reoubl ic. Socrates commands Glaucon to mold an
image of the human soul in speech. Glaucon responds: "since speech is
more easily molded than wax and the like, Jet it be mo1ded"(588d 1-2). In
his account of body, Timaeus takes fu11 advantage of this demonic power
of human speech, this capacity for imitation. He reconstructs body, founds
a body in speech. so as to make body thinkable. He treats physical body as
though it were a mathematical body in motion. The "as though" is the most
important thing here. Timaeus is being playful. He knows full we11 that
sensed bodies cannot be built up literally out of mathematical objects. He
warned us beforehand that the account of body would be strange! In mathematicizing body, in making it a fit object for gazing, Timaeus blurs the
distinction between two senses of body--body as geometrical solid and
body as physical solid. He defines body as that which "has depth" (53c5-6).
He locates the real solidity of body in three-dimensionality rather than in
impenetrability. Armed with this slippery definition, Timaeus can shuttle
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back and forth between the properties of geometric body and those of
physical body, between the body in speech and the body in deed. Mathematical physics thus comes to be founded on a pun. It is this pun that aJJows
body to shine in the mind's eye.
In Timaeus' earJier account of body, the four elements were beautifully
arranged in a double mean proportion: fire:air::air:water::water:earth. They
did not interact and waged no wars. They heJd fast to the integrity of
their own forms. Most interesting was fire. Hector-1ike fire was there
not violent at aJJ! It was put in its best and most serene Jight as the
source of the world's visibiJity. just as earth was defined not in terms of
its stubborn resistance to change but as the cause of tangibleness (31 b432c4). Air and water came on the scene there onJy for reasons having to
do with order1iness, because the cosmos is soJid in shape and because a
solid requires the presence of two mean proportionals. Their physical
properties were compJeteJy suppressed on behalf of their mathematical
function. In this first account of body, body is altogether nobJe; it is the
natural friend of intelligence.
Body changes its character in the second founding. The receptacle is
not by nature a friend of intelligence, although it can be persuaded. as
Timaeus says, to take on beautiful forms (48a2-5). The mother of becoming is susceptible to flattery.
This persuasion of necessity seems to be none other than Timaeus'
mathematical construction of the four elements. Timaeus· account, like
the divine intellect of the story, aims at persuasion. It will attempt to
eJicit our trust in beautiful images, to win us over to its poetry. The
eliciting of our trust begins with the selection of the regular Platonic
solids. Four of the solids are assigned to the four elements: the pyramid
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to fire. the octahedron to air. the icosahedron to water. and the cube to
earth (55d6-8). The regular solids are chosen because of their consummate beauty. They are "the most beautiful bodies" (53e 1). Next to the
sphere, these bodies are the most regular of three-dimensional objects;
they are the picture of lawfulness. In English the adjective "becoming"
sums up Timaeus· dual use of the beautiful. When someone says, 'Those
earrings are becoming,· he means both ·They suit you· and ·They flatter
you: This is exactly the function of the regular solids in the likely story:
they are designed to fit the appearances and also to flatter them, that is,
to make them more beautiful than they really are. They are, as we say,
becoming.
The fifth regular solid, the dodecahedron, has an extremely suggestive
use in the likely story, especially when we recall Socrates' desire. The
god uses it in making the zodiac or, as Timaeus puts it, "in decorating the
whole with paintings of animals" (diazographon. 55c4-6). The dodecahedron is given little attention. It seems to be superfluous: there are only
four elements, so therefore we need only four of the five solids. The god
takes the fifth solid and-gratuitously, almost whimsically--tosses it in
the sky, aligning its twelve pentagonal faces with the twelve "animals" of
the zodiac. But this gratuitous use of the dodecahedron really brings out
what Timaeus is doing throughout the likely story and especially in his
elaborate treatment of necessrty--he is attempting to persuade us that
the only world worth contemplating is one that goes beyond the useful or
necessary. Quite a change from the Egyptian cosmos in which necessity
alone was king! Now Timaeus discovered that he needed necessity when
the gods were making our eyes (45b2 ff.). Vision exists for the sake of a
noble end--the contemplation of the heavens (47a 1 ff.). But without the
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mechanism of the eyes--wlthout the necessary powers of earth. air. fire.
and water--vision cannot come into being. The noble end requires necessary means. Now why spend so much time beautifying the elements if all
that really interests us are the1r powers and functions? The beautiful
comes to light precisely in the gratuitous. that is. in the luxurious. in
what goes beyond the useful and necessary. The dodecahedron tells us loud
and clear that neither Timaeus nor Timaeus' god would have been at all
happy in the city of sows. the city of "utmost necessity," in the Republic
(ll.369dl 1. 372d4-5). Quite apart from how useful the receptacle and its
four powers are. the receptacle's plain but supple face is simply begging
for something unnecessary that would ·complete its look." No wonder
Timaeus gets carried away in h_is extensive treatment of necessity. He has
made necessity as such beautiful. necessity apart from the noble ends that
necessity was supposed to serve.
Earlier we noted that the problem posed by becoming was to save the
phenomenon of transmutation while also saving the quasi-stable looks
that entered into this process. Timaeus finds his solution in the regular
solids. The elements can change into one another because. unlike the
atoms of Lucretius. they are not simple uncuttable bodies; they have parts.
A given arrangement of parts may be said to define a given element. The
pyramid is a certain arrangement of triangles that now. in speech. defines
the element of fire. Change the arrangement. and you change the element.
In this mythical mathematics of body. the intelHgible look or cidos of an
element is being located in its geometric shape. The thing's being now I ies
in its structure. When that structure changes. the being or whatness
changes; the element turns into a new element with altogether different
properties from what it had before. This structure gives each element the
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integrity of a high1y distinctive 1ook, in fact, a f1attering 1ook. At the
same time, the structure is morta1, vu1nerab1e, in so far as it can be taken
apart, decomposed. The fascinating transmutation of the four e1ements
has been rationa1ized as a reshuff1ing and disp1acement of structural
parts.
One immediate consequence of this interpretation of being as structure
is that the being of a thing now becomes readily avai1ab1e to a purely
technical understanding. Timaeus' construction of body in speech e1iminates the need for a dialectical inquiry. Why ask what something is when
you can make that something! The forms or eide invite the question "What
is it?" because they are presumed to be ungenerated. In Timaeus· artful
construction of the elements, Plato beautifully captures the "constructive"
spirit of modernity, the view that equates thinking with making, just as in
the character of Critias he captures the modern preoccupation with what
Machiavelli aptly terms "effectual truth." He shows us how, in the turn
from dialectic to technical construction, the eidos is rep1aced by what we
can a concept. and noesis or the contemplation of form is replaced by the
act of conceptualization. Both thinking and the object of thinking have
been transformed into instances of becoming. In a strange way, modernity,
precise1y because of its scientific spirit, affirms the superiority of poetry to philosophy.
Timaeus· method of construction is highly interesting. It shows us the
precise sense in which it is right to can Timaeus an imitator and poet.
First he constructs the geometrical analogues of the four elements. Only
afterwards does he show how the various affections and motions of the
elements could be conceived, imagined. as the resu1t of mathematical
structure. The same procedure can be found in the Almagest. Ptolemy
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first constructs his mathematical hypotheses and afterwards fits the
appearances into them. It is almost as though the appearances exist so
that we might see in them the beautiful painted animal of our hypotheses.
Once Timaeus constructs the regular solids, he proceeds to establish a
correspondence between the geometrical properties of the one and the
physical properties of the other. A11 proceeds by way of analogy. The
whole account lies in this playful construction of a mathematical analogue
and the establishment of correspondences between this analogue and the
appearances. Here is what happens in the case of fire. The pyramid,
Timaeus says, is "the element and seed of fire" (56b3-5). He reminds us
that fire, although conceived as a mathematical object, is nonetheless
part of a living whole. Fire is the Achilles of the elements. It is the
swiftest, most penetrating, and most terrible. The reason or cause-Timaeus would have us believe--is found in fire's pyramidal shape: the
pyramid has the smallest base, the smallest volume, and the most acute or
"sharpest" angles (56e7 ff.). The pyramid is fire in speech, the painted
image of a beautiful animal in motion. Timaeus has fashioned an image of
becoming on which it would be a pleasure to gaze.
At one point, Timaeus tells us that whenever we look towards space,
that is, towards the receptacle, we become dreamy or, as we would say,
"spaced out" (52b6 ff.). But as mortals we are constantly looking towards
space. Dreaminess is our human condition. We are constantly thinking,
quite unreflectively, that bodies are real and ideas are fairy tales, that
bodies are "concrete" while ideas are "abstract." We fail to distinguish the
dreamy and evanescent nature of body from what Timaeus calls "the truly
sleepless nature" (52b7), by which he means the ungenerated and purely
intelligible eidos. Bombarded by images, rocked to sleep by the swaying
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motions of Mother Becoming, we become anaesthetized to the difference
between images and originals. Because of this powerful and ceaseless
anaesthesia, we do not know what it means to be truly alive. We confuse
life with motion and wakefulness with being excited. We come to resemble the man in Socrates· image who does not seem to care whether life is
real or imaginary so long as it is motion.
The anaesthetic power of space has a special relevance for the 1ikely
story itself, which, after all, is constantly directing our intellectual gaze
towards space. Does Timaeus want to wake us up, convert us to the "truly
sleepless nature?" To answer this question, we note what Timaeus tells
us about space. Space, he says, is not apprehended through the senses. Nor
is it an object of reason. It seems to hover between the senses and reason, to be in a sort of twilight zone. Timaeus says that space is apprehensible "by a kind of bastard reasoning with non-perception" (52b2). It is
"barely to be trusted." The word for non-perception here is anaisthesia.
the word from which we get our "anaesthesia." By non-perception, I think
Timaeus means simply the imagination. Through the power of the imagination, we "see" things that are not presented to our senses. The geometric
construction of the elements was non-perceptive in the sense that it
generated beautiful pictures in the imagination. Indeed, the account of
how space came to be mathematically ordered is really the beautification
of our own imagination of body. Timaeus begins with the truly sleepless
nature--that is, the purely intelligible form--but it is not his intention to
lead us back there. That would be at variance with his desire to praise the
god Kosmos. The mathematical disciplines in the Timaeus are not being
used, as they are in the Republic. to turn us towards dialectic. They are
being used to order the unruly cosmos and the warped imaginings of the
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human soul. Timaeus is attempting to persuade us of the goodness of
mathematical order, but he is also telling us to be happy with this conception of goodness and not to search beyond it. One must not step beyond the
laws of one's fatherland. In being receptive to the likely story, we are
still asleep, but at least we are having better dreams.
As we saw earlier, the likely story of becoming is based on a noble lie.
To render body thinkable, Timaeus cooks up beautiful geometrical models
and then shuttles back and forth between the two senses of body. He reasons about physical body as though it were geometrical and about geometrical body as though it were physical. Perhaps it would be more accurate
to say that Timaeus manufactures a new theoretical object that illegitimately combines the conflicting natures of the sensed and the intellected,
the body in deed and the body in speech. This is a technically refined version of the bastard reasoning that for Timaeus characterizes our relation
to the poetic sophistry of space. Even the noblest mathematical physicist
is subject to the conditions of the world on which he gazes. In his noble
beginnings, Timaeus is always very careful to draw a sharp distinction
between image and original. But as he goes on--that is to say, as he
descends from those beginnings to the various particulars--he becomes
increasingly caught up in the pseudo-explanatory power of his bastard
triangles. His disturbing playfulness takes the form of treating these
triangles more and more literally. as though they actually were the cause
of physical body. As the likely story unravels, the distinction between
image and original is more and more blurred, the painted animal more and
more confused with the truly living one. Timaeus is the poet lost in his
own poem, the sophist persuaded by his own bastard reasoning.
The sophistry of Timaeus· account of body is a mirror of the sophistical
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nature of space itself. Space seduces us into thinking that to be is to be
spatial (52b3-5). Let us see how Plato dramatizes the seductiveness of
space in Timaeus· account of dimensionality.
In his first founding, Timaeus informed us that the cosmic body was
three-dimensional. It befitted the All, proseken. to be, as he said, "solidlooking," stereoeide (32b 1-2). Had it been fitting for it to be two-dimensional (note that this is a real possibility for Timaeus!), the god would
have needed only one mean proportional rather than two (32a7-b 1). The
second founding seeks to remain true to the the solid look of body, to
body's appearance of having depth. It constructs geometrical solids. But
what is the origin of their depth? When we examine the inception of the
solids as Timaeus constructs them, we see that their origin is the plane:
"it is a complete necessity that the plane-nature comprehend depth. And
the rectilinear plane is put together out of triangles"(53c6-8).
As we know, Timaeus· solids are built by stitching together their twodimensional faces. The construction seems harmless enough, yet it is
worlds apart from the one we find in Euclid's Elements. Euclid begins with
the sphere and proceeds to construct the solids within that sphere. That
is to say, Euclid postulates a naturally existing three-dimensional space
of which the plane and all plane figures may be said to be abstractions.
For Timaeus, on the contrary, the nature of two-dimensionality is prior to,
more natural than that of three-dimensionality: the plane, strange to say,
is more comprehensive and in that sense more real than the solid. It is
very important to remember that in the likely story, body is not "given;" it
must be constructed. This means that the third dimension of depth, too,
exists by construction, by art rather than by nature. When Timaeus introduced us to the receptacle, he compared it to gold. This flattered becom-
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ing in two ways: flrst by making the kinetic material of becoming sound
hke a precious metal, and secondly by making the receptacle sound threedimensional. To look three-dimensional and "sohd" is, after all, more
beautiful than to look two-dimensional and "flat." To stick with Timaeus·
gold simile, solid figures are richer than flat ones. The demiurge of this
simile sounds at first hke a sculptor rather than a painter. But what
shapes are made to appear in this golden medium? Timaeus gives us one
example--the triangle (50b2). Here he betrays his preoccupation with the
plane as opposed to the sohd. He as much as tells us that the receptacle is
by nature flat--all surface, no depth. Bodily depth, then, is an illusion, and
Timaeus· flattery of becoming is the technically beautiful accomodation to
that illusion. The regular sohds merely seem to give depth to the receptacle. In fact, these sohds appear to be no more than a cosmetic re-arrangement of the naturally existing plane. Indeed, as we see from Timaeus'
account of the human body, 1t is the triangle rather than the solld that
dominates the body's motions and affections. In the warfare between
inner and outer that defines metabohsm,

a is our triangles that defend the

body from invasion and corruption, just as it is the collapse of our triangles· structure that spells our death (81 b5 ff.). It is the triangle that is
Timaeus· beautiful animal in motion. The receptacle, contrary to appearances, is not a three-dimensional container. It is a movie screen which
captures the beautiful appearance but not the being of depth. In its twodimensionality, the receptacle sounds very much like the cave wall of
Republic VII, the medium in which the cave-dwellers locate their exciting
and solid-looking "real world."
The confusion between plane and solid had been prepared, in fact, invited, by Socrates· opening image. The man who gazed on beautiful animals
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did not care whether these animals were painted or truly living, that is,
two-dimensional or three-dimensional. Socrates underlined a distinction
only to erase it. Now what does it mean to be happy with the plane, to rest
content with the appearance and not the reality of depth? It means to be
superficial, to be content with surface and with opinions undeepened by
inquiry. In the Timaeus. this contentment with surface appears as the love
of praise and the concomitant suspension of dialectic. To praise something or someone is to dwell at the beautiful-seeming surface and, to
quote Timaeus, "to search for nothing more beyond it." In the Symposium.
Socrates tries to break through the surface preoccupation with the praise
of eros in his cross-examination of Agathon. In the Timaeus. he not only
does not break through the surface but encourages and even compels his
hosts to be superficial, to engage in flattery. When Critias accused Socrates' city of being merely mythical, he was saying in effect that it was
two-dimensional and dead, that it lacked the solidity of a really existing
bodily city. Now what appears in Critias· own story is the flattest, deadest city of them all--the Egyptian city in which the depth of philosophical
inquiry has been squashed down into the plane of unreflective nomos or
custom, and in which a materialist physics replaces the "vertical" inquiry
into cause with the mere observation of the whole's customary motions,
the whole's surface. Perhaps it is only fair that those for whom Socrates
is a two-dimensional animal be challenged to produce what they take to be
three-dimensional, solid, and truly alive, that they be compelled to reveal
their own lack of depth.
Now the deepest part of Timaeus' story is his description of the receptacle apart from its mathematical ordering, the part in which Timaeus is
not trying to flatter becoming with the illusion of depth but simply tries
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to tell us what the receptacle is. As we see, the receptacle is not just the
unstable context for the four elements. It is, more importantly, the medium and cause of all mortal life. Our humanness inheres in and grows out of
the receptacle. It is thanks to the receptacle that individuals, families,
cities and even whole civilizations come to be and pass away. It is here in
the play of powers that animals fight and cities make war. In Socrates·
opening image, someone gazes upon beautiful animals somewhere. pou.
This somewhere is the receptacle.
But where exactly is this "somewhere?" As we have seen, Timaeus·
ordering of space is virtuaJJy indistinguishable from the ordering of our
imagination of space. Within the mythical context of the likely story, the
"outer space" of sensed body is effectively replaced by the "inner space" of
the imagination. Crudely stated, it is the body in speech that counts--not
deeds per se but stories about deeds, not objects but our concepts of these
objects. Now it is typical of the likely story to recreate the outer as
something inner, to cause the surface of body to seem imbued with the
depths of soul. Througt'1 such recreation, the likely story revives the human meaning that had been murdered by the Egyptian priests. According to
Timaeus· first founding, the heavenly motions are only apparently outside
us, "up there" in the sky. But in the meaning conferred on them by the
likely story, they become the inward thinkings of the whole. The entire
realm of

outer~

the so-called "external world," is actually within the

all-embracing contemplation of the soul (36d8-e5). The cosmos in speech
is an altogether inward world, the world as contemplated world, or more
accurately, as reconstituted world. The word for sky or heaven in Greek is
ouranos. which also means the palate or vaulted roof of the mouth. Timaeus takes the utterly bodily, utterly inarticulate non-cosmos of the Egyp-
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tians and transplants it inside the human mouth, that is, withln human
speech: he transforms the outer sky or heaven into the palate.
The receptacle must be seen in light of the likely story's transf ormation of the outer into the inner. At its very deepest level, the receptacle
is the soul in its receptivity to images. In its turbulent and eminently
plastic nature we are being invited to contemplate the excitable and highly
impressionable part of our own souls. One can even go so far as to see in
the four elements a bodily projection of our emotiona11y charged nature:
we are ambitious like fire, faithless like water, as light-minded as air,
and as incorrigible as earth. In short, the four elements are bodily mythoi
about the human soul. When Socrates fashloned an image of his desire and
affection, he was gazing upon the just city as though it were a body capable of motion and rest. But he was also gazing within himself, contemplating the very part of the soul that desires and is affected by images of
body. The "somewhere" of Socrates· image is this inner "somewhere," the
emotional and unreflective "space" within us that longs to be fi11ed with
moving images.
The more deeply we examine the likely story, the more we see that its
true object is not the cosmos but the human soul in its relation to the cosmos. Timaeus prepared us for this fact when he reminded Socrates that "I
who speak and you my judges have a human nature." We recall that human
nature was the goal of the likely story as announced by Critias. Timaeus
was to generate the cosmos down to human nature, to make man a citizen
of becoming so that Critias could then make him a citizen of ancient
Athens (27a2-b6). Timaeus celebrates the Koureotis for man's cosmic
indoctrination, after which Critias celebrates this same festival for his
full-fledged political one. This is the drama of the Timaeus-Critias.
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In Timaeus' flattery of becoming, human nature is given a decidedly
unflattering portrait. The demiurge does not set out to make man. Man is
not a natural end but rather a necessary means by which the cosmos attains its perfection (41 b7 ff.). The god washes his hands of the whole
business at this point, goes into retirement, and bequeaths the unenviable
task of making man to his dutiful sons (42e5-7). Timaeus defines the invention of man through an oxymoron: the gods are described as sebomenoi
miainein to the1on. "being reverent to pollute the divine" (69d6). The selfcontradictory phrase captures man's ambiguous place within the whole,
not to mention the ambiguous character of the whole itself. Man is a desecration of the divine who, for that very reason, accords with the divine
plan.
With the story of human nature, Timaeus reveals his most central paradox: the cosmos cannot be beautified, flattered to the hilt, without a descent from the beautiful to the monstrous and the grotesque. The gods put
us together piece by piece, starting with our heads and working their way
down to the sexual organs. The whole account is meant to impress us w i th
how much forethought and artistry went into our being. But at the same
time, it tends to remind us of Dr. Frankenstein stitching together his new
man. Timaeus takes human nature as he understands it and does something
extraordinary. He concocts an outrageous pseudo-scientific myth that
compels the depth of soul to show its true colors at the surface of the
body. He does humorously with the whole body what Erwin Straus does
more seriously with our upright posture. In bringing depth up to the surface, Timaeus shows once more his connection with the art of painting: he
projects the "deep" or "three-dimensional" soul or principle of life into the
two-dimensionality of body's surface. Simply stated, he wants being to
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appear. In the account of human nature, the tone of the likely story suffers an erosion: the noble poetry of the astronomer gives way to the black
comedy of Aristophanes in the Symposium. This is especially evident in
Timaeus· funny and yet not at all funny treatment of our sexuality.
Timaeus· cosmos, we recall, has two archai. two principles or beginnings. The good pulls the world up towards the starry life of intelligence;
the necessary pulls it down into the "mighty river" of becoming (43a6).
The likely story dramatizes, in its two beginnings, this fundamental tension and incoherence within the cosmos. It mimics its object through a
pun on the word arche. Now man, for Timaeus, combines the good and the
necessary in his nature and his outward shape. He is the whole's necessary
incoherence rendered visually explicit. His sphere-shaped head contains
the circles of Same and Other, the divine circles of reflection and soundmindedness. The rest of him is elongated, the outward sign of his exile
from the spherical heavens. In an unmistakable reference to the receptacle, Timaeus calls our lower passions "terrible and necessary" (69c8-d 1).
They are housed in the torso--spiritedness in the chest and the desire for
food and drink in the belly. The pollution of the divine is this joining of
the divine and the bestial. To mitigate its bad effects, the gods cook up an
invention--the neck. The neck is the only thing that holds human nature
together. It anchors the head to the body but also separates the head for
its divine life of astronomy. The neck is our constant reminder that our
being is the sacrilegious togetherness of two things that should not be together but must be together if the cosmos is to be complete. The mouth is
the clearest expression of our contradictory and profane nature. It was
invented for the sake of the noble stream of speech that flows out and the
necessary stream of nutriment that flows in (75d5-e5). Human nature is
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caught in the middle of two streams flowing in opposite directions. The
fact that we cannot eat and speak at the same time shows how profoundly
incoherent we are. For Timaeus, to be human is to be altogether tragic.
The only cure--short of death--is the study of astronomy, the study in
whlch we turn away from our monstrous nature and seek refuge in the act
of noble imitation, in the life of the head.
The truth about Timaeus· cosmos is not contained in any of the things
he says about it. It is revealed in the motion of the likely story, in the
path of the construction by which the cosmos is made. The being of the
cosmos lies in its becoming. This motion is downward: it is tragic motion.
If Timaeus· god Kosmos had a voice, he would say with Shakespeare's Richard 11, "Down, down I come, like glist'ring Phaethon"(l 11.liO. The whole
likely story is one grand descent from deathless being down to the stars
and from the stars down to human nature. As the 1ike ly story moves towards its end, human nature degenerates into all the various beasts. It
gives birth at last to all the animal possibilities that sleep within it. The
hierarchy of beasts, born of human degeneracy, completes the whole and
causes it to be in full agreement with its intelligible archetype. As the
cosmos degenerates, it becomes more perfect. This is the paradoxical
truth about Timaeus· cosmos. The god Kosmos, in spite of his beautiful
ordering, is, in the end, a tragic hero.
When Socrates announced his desire, he warned against the deficiencies
of poets and sophists ( 19d3 ff.). Poets are too rooted in their own cities.
That is, their tendency to imitate the familiar and conventional holds them
back from contemplating a city that is good by nature. Sophists, on the
other hand, wander too much. They transcend the poets' attachment to
place but end up utterly placeless, that is, lacking the experience of being
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political animals. Their failure to be political is exposed in the Gorgias.
where the sophists are portrayed as teaching technique without the proper
use of that technique. The sophists show us that being outside the city is
not necessarily to be above it. Neither poets nor sophists, it would seem,
know how to move vertically into the third dimension of "depth;" they are
rooted ultimately in the "flatland" of conventional cities.
The center of the likely story is the treatment of the receptacle and
the four elements. It is there that we come to see what a likely story
really is. We see that it shares in the natures of poetry and sophistry. It
is mythos masquerading as logos. As poetry, it begets beautiful images of
animals in motion. As sophistry, it uses a pseudo-science to get us to believe that its images are rea1.
But Timaeus' relationship to poets and sophists runs deeper than his
scientific methodology. It enforms his whole perception of the human
good in relation to the intellect and the city. Timaeus is a combination of
noble extremes. On the one hand, he is immersed in conventional political
activity--he runs his city and enjoys its honors (20a 1-5). On the other
hand, as an astronomer, he soars high above all political regimes . .. or does
he? As the likely story shows, Timaeus seeks to ground our being in a new
and higher regime. He seems to want to redirect our political spiritedness
and piety away from conventional cities and towards the natural "city"
studied by the astronomers. Instead of Solon's political poetry, we now
have Timaeus· political poetry. It seems that Timaeus, even when he
soars, cannot escape his political perspective. Just as he apparently
cannot get beyond the love of honor, he cannot transcend the noble opinion
that the highest human good is stability of character and obedience to law,
qualities eminently displayed in the stars. Coming from a city with excel-
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lent laws, Timaeus "imitates well the things on which he has been reared"
( 19d5-e2). This is the poetic deficiency of his soul. It helps us to see
why Socrates calls the likely story a nomos. thereby suggesting that Timaeus, no matter how much he seems to be the lover of natural order, is
still bound by the right opinion of conventional cities. The astronomical
side of Timaeus is sophist-like: it wanders through the heavens with no
thought for political rootedness. All cities are banished from the likely
story: there is no fellowship or community among men but only the individual and the cosmos. In the character of Timaeus, Plato has painted a
moving picture of the poet-sophist at his best and most magnificent, a
poet-sophist who seems to be a combination of philosopher and statesman.
Timaeus is at once apolitical and ultrapolitical. His noble extremes do not
temper one another. There is missing that mean position in which the
soul, in leading the philosophic life, soars above the political perspective
without losing sight of its political rootedness. The Timaeus inevitably
brings us back full circle to the Republic. the dialogue that the Timaeus
had pretended to surpass.
Socrates' desire was for a sophistic poem. He wanted to see beautiful
animals in motion. He wanted to be fooled into thlnl<ing that these moving
animals were truly alive, to Jose himself in the beautiful image in the way
that we all tend to lose ourselves in a truly great poem. Socrates stressed
the irrationality of his desire by repeatedly using words related to feeling
and being affected. He presented himself as "pathetic," as a man at the
mercy of the poets. What is Socrates doing here but imitating the souls of
his hosts? articulating the desire and the pathos that is theirs? What is
Plato doing through Socrates but painting a moving picture of our own
nature in its Jove affair with moving pictures?
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What, then, is Socrates· true desire? Perhaps, it is to see in what precise ways the human souls before him will show their true colors in the
act of being painters. The silence of Socrates is really the contemplation
of Socrates. It is the philosophical and ironic distance at which Socrates
places himself with respect to the realm of all doings and makings. In
being entertained, he is placing himself outside the "real world" of his
hosts. As Socrates himself tells us, he is "at peace" (27a I) while his
hosts go off to war, gratifying the desire that is really theirs. They are
the turbulent object of his serene contemplation. In the Timaeus. Socrates
is gazing, as usual, upon the human soul. He is reflecting on the animal
that beautifies itself in order to forget that it is a monster.

